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On the B«*d self energy transition «vWg £ • and 
the relevance for the AI-1/2 and (7/6 puiile». 

by 
J.O.Eeg 

Institute of physics,Univ. of Oslo 

Abstract:I have considered the s^d self energy transition 
diagrams <v*(( & a - or "sel f-penguins"- recently proposed 
by Shabalin as the explanation of the AI'1/2 rule for 
K—»lt1C decays. The effect of such a self-energy 
transition on physical amplitudes is considered in terms 
of a chiral quark loop model for K~»1C . A self-penguin 
contribution proportional to the dot product of the pion 
and kaon four momenta is found. However, this contribution 
can at most account for 5X of the observed Al = l/2 
amplitude. The self- penguin contribution to the CP-
violating quantity fift. calculated within the same 
framework could be as big as half of the standard penguin 
contribution. 



1.Introduction 
Recently, ShabalinCll ha» argued that the s-4>d self energy 

transition of ordar «lg <*p can explain tha £I>l/2 rut* for 
K - t X X decay». Thi» aught aound surprising because auch 
effect» ara thought to ba rotated away by renoraallration- at 
leaat for on-ahal 1 quark*. Thua, to obtain an effect -if any-
on phyalcal amplitudes the involved quarks aust ba rather 
off-shel 1C21. While the properly renoraatized pure electrowaal-
• -4 d transition is suppressed by an extra factor 
M^T* <M„b»ing the W- boscn M M ) 133, Bhabalin has pointed out 
rib that with gluons added, some <*sty5p contributions mrm not 
suppressed in this May. The two relevant diagraaa are in fact 
obtained fron the well known penguin diagraaC4I for s -a dG <G» 
gluon), where the gluon is reabsorbed by (a) the d quark (sea 
Fig.l) or <b> tha s- quark, thus «aking two loop diagrams for 
« —»d. These diagraaa has recently been naaed self-
penguinsC23. 

When the s —• d two loop contribution has been established, 
there still remains the problem of how to compute the 
corresponding effect on physical amplitudes. In the work of 
ShabalinCll, the K-* *Cft amplitude is reduced to a K—• vac, 
amplitude which is subsequently calculated in some chiral model 
including quark loops. This procedure seems rather 
questionable. Even if the K-» vac. amplitude is not necessarily 
zero by direct computationCS], such tadpole like effectsC61 
should not affect the physical ampi itudes[7-101. In this paper 
we will concentrate on the self-penguin contribution to the 
off-shell K —• 7t transition. More specif icly, we will 
estimate the part of the K—*7C transition which is proportional 
to the dot product of the pion and kaon momenta, because this 
part is related to the various physical K~*ICICampl itudes[8,91. 
The K-+7C transition amplitude due to the self—penguin diagrams 
will be considered within the same framework as a recent "low 
momentum penguin loop" calculationC113 which gave a sizeable 
0,1 = 1/2 amplitude. This framework involves quark loops in an 
effective mixed phase chiral model l\ 23. A similar model has 
been used by other authors!13]. Section 2 describes the the 
chiral quark loop calculation. In section 3 the self penguin 
two loop diagrams are reconsidered and shown to give a slightly 
different result compared to ref.1. Section 4 contains the 
results, and section 5 the discussion and conclusion. 

2. Chiral quark loop calculation 
After a proper renormalization the s—td transition amplitude 
-i 2Htj(P) h a s t n e • f o r m 

£«.<p> « (K-p-wtf Xu(p^ ( w - o ? (0 

that is , it gives zero contribution for on-shel1 quarks as 
stated above. As found in ref 1, the kinetic part of Ĵ cJ c a n 
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ba written 

. i ^ P ^ - ^ J w ^ ^ ) , (i) 

where 'tA^i' *' mom* logarithmic function written at an 
integral over Feynaan paraaeter»(see section 3). Tha quantity 
Of contains tha Feral coupling constant and tha Kobayashi-
Maskawa factors. Following the philosophy of ref.11, we insert 
21(4 into a chiral quark loop diagraa for K-+1E transition 
(sea Fig. 2). A physical contribution froa £|4 should then be 
proportional to the dot product of the pion and kac.t «omenta 
according to the chiral constraintsC8,9]. Contributions going 
like a constant can be rotated away. 
The chiral quark loop contribution from (l)-(2) to the 

off-shell K-+1C transition can be written (see Fig.2) 

where R» * Rs a r e ^ n e pi° n a r ,d kaon four momenta ( **^,"/ip 
due to momentum conservation). 4. is the axial vector 
coupling at quark level 1113, and f is the meson decay constant 
(f=f„=-fR in the SU(3) limit). S(p") • fV'P"1*^!" i s t h e q u a r l 

propagator for constituent quark masses. tn the loop integral 
(3b), the chiral symmetry breal.ing scale A«j !t 1 GeV is 
considered as a physical cut-off CI1,123. To find the leading 
contribution from (3) one may put fe^0 in (3b). Then 
"T^ivJ , and a contribution to M(K-*tO proportional to nVJL 
is automatically obtained. The loop integral is dominated by 
loop momenta lPI~Ajf t and the leading contribution to (3b) is 
obtained by dropping the mass terms in S(p) and Z^( r> . 
(Corrections to this leading part is of order r&//& A. 1/10). 
Within this approximation one obtains (A*A<x^ ." 

T c*9 f i !L f r* \* r ( r M 
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J * 1 - 4(*VA») » l i ( ^ ) U S * 0 . ( H i > > 

Even if J formally contains * w V terms of higher order, these 
•re in this case significant because of their big coefficients, 
and J * 2/3. Other corrections of such high order in m/\ are 
small, for instance due to the Feynaan parameter integration 
contained in Ti^f*) 

3. The tMO loop self penguin diagrams. 

The amplitude for the two loop self penguin diagram <a> in 
Fig.2 is- apart from quark fields and Dirac matrices- given by 
the tensor (-the current quark mass of the d-quark has been 
neglected): 

where the function p M ' * s due to the one loop 
penguinC1,14,153: 

q is the gluon momentum, ånd p is the external <s or d> quark 
momentum. The masses are <m,M) = (m a,m c) and (nit,oiJ for the 
CP-concerving and CP-vioJating cases respectively. The u-quark 
mass m K has in our case to be replaced by some infrared cut-off 
(for instance the constituent light quark mass »• 1/3 GeV). Note 
that the term ~J^„in (5b) (hereafter called the local term) 
gives the local four—quark penguin operators for nonleptontc 
decaysC43, while the term •"•^•,*/ft* (hereafter called the 
non-local term) gives typical non-local contributions which can 
not be neglected when the quarks are far off-shel1C15D. In the 
limit *V)t-*>vi^ , the result for the second self-penguin diagram 
(b>, where the gluon is reabsorbed by the s-quark, is the same 
as for the first diagram (a). Neglecting the external s- or 
d-quark masses, the total (a+b) renormalized s^d transition is 
given by (see (2) >: 
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4uc «-^"J^l-K^Mi-M-Jr] , ft» 

where due to the "local" penguin 
interaction *$-» in (5b), while. 4ta. a n d SW * r * d u > t o 

the non-local p S r t » ^ . The result <6> is tommhtt different 
compared to the result in ref.l. The main difference i« the 
appearance of the function « ^ , which has a different 
structure than ^ W * n d *KIJL • ' n i * ** d u " *° t n e integration 
over an extra Feynman parameter needed to include the 
propagator—like factor £•."!"' in the non-local term. (It seems 
that the result in ref.l has been obtained by the use of a 
non-justified approximation in (5> ). The t and J integration 
in (6) can be performed by expanding the logarithms in series, 
integrate term by term, and resum the obtained series. Thus 
one is left with an integral over one Feynman parameter x, from 
which ane may extract the leading behaviour 

<̂r'> *-i*«<& W?pV*l , rø 

where the log times log term i s s o l e l y due to *fVy» • 
Surprisingly the approximation (7) seems to be good not only 
for the CP-violating term involving heavy masses, but a l so for 
the CP— conserv 
m=constituent 
Corrections to (7) seem to be at most 20X" for the CP-
conserving case, and negligible for the CP-violating case. 

4. Results 

serving part relevant for the A 1 = 1/2 puzzle(M=mfc, 
it mass o-f the light quarks, p^a-A**) A/*». — 3 '• 

«.« S T I ~.. *.— u « ~«- >_..—% 1A1.' j^^mm- 4.i.n r*r> 

The &I=l/2 amplitude from self penguin diagrams is obtained 
by combining eqs. <3), <4>, and (7). It is natural to compare 
this self penguin <SP) contribution with the soc ailed "chiral 
penguin" i %Pi contributiondll obtained within the same 
frameworkdZl. The following ratio is found 
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where F * 8 and (C^*C~}at 3.2 . C * are the well known QCO 
coefficients of the weak effective Hamiltoniant161. Note that 
the strong fine structure constant otf arm in principle 
different for the BP and %f> casest11,12]. ( USf is probably 
somewhat smaller than OC^p >• Numerically onr obtairs 
T <S*IO"1- Taking into account the uncertain!ty in the 
parameters jA,e^ ,A £113, the self-penguin contribution to the 
(CP-conserving) Al'1/2 amplitude should at least be smaller 
than (roughly half of) the contribution obtained from the 
left-left type effective hamiltonian of ref.16. And that 
amplitude is known to be an order of magnitude too small to 
explain the AI-1/2 rule alone. 

In ref.2 it is stated that if the self -penguin contribution 
is assumed to be big enough to explain the aI El/2 rule, this 
would imply a too big value for the CP-violat ing quantity 
£"/£. . The self—penguin contribution to the CP-viol at ing 
K—>TC transition is also given by the equations (3>(<4) and 

(7), by taking (M,m> = <nu ,mft > in (7). This should be compared to 
the standard amplitude, which is £103 

M«*-*-V - fr # * Kfc 4 i S ^ l l ^ t f , » 
where m — and ntj are the kaon and s-quark mass respectively. 
(In a -full renormalization group treatment the factor 
(•^/R)AW(«K//M^> is slightly modified CIO,17,183 ). One should 
note that the elf in (9) and for the self penguin are not 
necessarily the same. ( The effective «*j for the CP- violating 
self-penguin miqht be smaller because th? -typical momenta in 
the two loop self penguin<SP) are bigger than for the ordinary 
penguin diegram.) Depending on the parameters involved, the 
ratio between the SF and the standard(LR) penguin contribution 
in (9) could almost be as big as one. But for reasonable 
values of the involved parameters, this ratio is probably 
smaller, typically 1/2 to 1/3. According to our analysis, the 
relative sign between the SP and LR contributions is minus. 
Thus the SP contribution will reduce the predicted number for 
a'/fe • (From (7) we observe that when the self penguin diagram 
increases the CP~ conserving A 1=1/2 amplitude, it will 
decrease the CP- violating amplitude determining fc' . > 

5. Conclusions 
The self—penguin contribution proposed!! 1 3 to explain the 

al-i/Z rule has been reconsidered. To estimate the effect on 
physical amplitudes, the obtained effective s-»d transition is 
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inserted in • chiral quark loopC11-13] within a field 
theoretical model Including meson-quark vertices. It is found 
that the self- penguin diagrams cannot explain the AI»1'2 
rule. Thereby the conclusion made in ref.2 is confirmed. In 
that paper it is stated to be very unlikely that the BP 
contribution is enhanced, because the involved s- and d-quark» 
should be extremely off- shell in order to provide this. And 
in the model used in this paper the quarks Ar* indeed rather 
off-shell, up to A»1 GeV, but even that is not enough to obtain 
a sufficient enhancement. It should be noted that when the SP 
diagram contribution (given by<2),<5>-<7> ) is inserted in a 
chiral quark loop, the result is proportional to 
(A/*1lljt ") * Thus the result depends crucially on the 
cut-offscale A . While A ~ <*£« is used ln refs. 11,12, it 
has also been argued that A™lffxf m should be usedC19]. 

If the chiral quark loop framework CI1,12] gives *n 
acceptable description of meson physics, the SP-diagrams might 
give significant contributions to t' , probably of the same 
order of magnitude as those obtained from isospin breaking 
effectsC18,20]. Thus the SP contribution do not at the moment 
seem to be a problem for the experimental value of tVfc . But the 
problem from a theoretical point of view is rather to include a 
new uncertain contribution to this quantity. 

A more systematic analysis of the AI = l/2 and £.'/£ puzzles, 
including the uncertainties in the involved parameters, Mill be 
given elsewhere. 
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Figure captions 
Fig.l. The self— penguin diagraoi(a). There is also a 

corresonding diagram(b) where the (one-loop) 
penguin gluon is reabsorbed by the s-quark. 

Fig.2. The "chiral quark loop" for K—**fc . The 
cross within the circle represents the self-
penguin interaction. 
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